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Tip tracker iphone

Browse Apps | Apps like Showbox | Apps like Dave | Apps like Tinder | Apps like Earnin | Apps like Tumblr | Apps like Wish | Apps like Instagram | Apps like Flipagram | Apps like Snapchat apps like Letgo | OEM switched mode power supplies (SMPS) OVERVIEW FEATURES TUTORIALS SUPPORT TipSee is the Best Tip Tracker app on the market, with a
solid set of features that help keep track of your hard-earned money. Download the best tips tracking app on any Android and iPhone device for free. TipSee is an all-inclusive tip tracking app for anyone who gets suggestions every day or enough times throughout the year that you'd like to keep a record. The app is easy to use and easy to learn. All
suggestions for the month appear on a calendar page so you can see a full month of summary at a glance. Upload your favorite photo from time to time as a background image to customize the app to your liking. If you need details, select the summary view to review daily, weekly, monthly, or annual totals. TipSee also shows you which day of the week are
your best days for advice. You can configure TipSee to remind you to enter suggestions. What is good is a tracking program if you forget to enter your suggestions because of your intense schedule. Just go to the Setup page and select Reminders to enter suggestions. After you activate them, you can select the days of the week that you want to remember.
You can also tap Reminder Time: to choose the time of day you're reminded of. It's that simple. TipSee is designed for quick and easy recording of your daily tips, but it has many professional features that are only found on expensive apps, such as automatic backup, and exporting to excel or other financial packages. Forgot to enter a suggestion for the
days? It is not a problem, just choose the day on the calendar and enter the amount of the tip. TipSee allows you to keep notes for each suggestion you enter; Wow, it was the biggest advice I've ever received all year! If you like TipSee FREE, the best way to thank us, is to recommend it to a friend! If you need more advanced features, check out the free
TipSee Plus or TipSee Pro Mobile Tip Tracker: TipSeePro listing here! TipSee is the best Tip Tracker app for download and total number of 5 stars and is available for both Android and iPhone devices. Use ALL TipSee features, FREE of charge, including advanced features to meet your every need. TipSee is the most reviewed and up-to-date tip tracker on
the market; making it the best suggestion tracker. TipSee is a monitoring app for all inclusive for anyone who gets suggestions every day or enough times throughout the year that you'd like to keep a record. The app is easy to use and easy to learn. All suggestions for the month appear on a calendar page so you can see a summary at a glance. If you need
details, select the summary view to review daily, weekly, monthly, or annual totals. TipSee also shows you which days of the week were your best advice tracking days. TipSee is designed for quick and easy recording of your daily newspaper but it has a lot of professional features that are only found on expensive apps; such as automatic backup and export
to Excel or other financial packages. Forgot to enter a suggestion for the days? It's not a problem, just choose the day on the calendar and enter the suggestion tracking amount. TipSee allows you to keep notes for each suggestion you enter; Wow, it was the biggest advice I've ever received all year! Here are some recent feature additions to TipSee Free:-
Trends- Charts and charts- Searchable notes and records- Option to enter and view: hh.mm or hh:mm- Set notification reminder times for each day- Calculate suggestions- Select any day as the start of the work week- Select the page where TipSee opens for the first time- Highlight when peak daily goals are met /hr- Payroll support, and commissions -
Restaurant recommendation calculations - Support for international symbolsFor those users who require additional features, the in-app subscription (Unlock ALL Features) allows users to access ALL advanced features, such as features such as displaying all suggestions between two dates and much more:- Calculate suggestions plus wages - Tip Tracking-
Track an unlimited number of jobs or shifts at once - Multiple wage support within the same job- Detail Tip Report. Easy to compare the current year with the previous year- Send an email to details reports or full records using excel- Keep track of credit card suggestions or suggestions from other points or even your paychecks - Tip Tracking- TipOuts to
bussers, food runners, bar tenders or anyone else. - Track suggestions per customer - Advanced Tip Tracker feature- Install widgets to see current suggestion totals and open the app.- Tracking sales revenue- Track gross and net income- Weekly and bimonthly income - View for suggestions only, Only wages, tips + wages *** Not available in TipSee Pro
***Users can access ALL features for free by viewing video ads or can pay for a monthly or annual subscription that removes all ads.**IF YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS, CONTACT US USING FEEDBACK IN THE SETTINGS MENU. Backups can be stored locally to improve data security or on a remote server for easy mobility. You can set
up TipSee Free to remind you to enter your suggestions. What is good is a tracking program if you forget to enter your suggestions because of your intense schedule. Just go to the Setup page and select Reminders to enter suggestions. After activating them, it is select the days of the week that you want to remember. You can also tap Reminder Time: to
choose the time of day you're reminded of. It's that simple. Plus, you can upload your favorite photo from time to time as a background image to customize the app to your liking or associate a photo with your suggestions. You can take photos of your timesheet or customer sales receipts. You can enter as many suggestions per day as you need and they will
be automatically added up for the day. You can also email an Excel file to yourself. Want to see a list of all features: features: ACCESS TO ALL FEATURES. (ALL FEATURES ARE FREE, INCLUDING ALL ADVANCED TIPSEE FEATURES) Write to us through the app feedback form with any comments or issues. THIS VERSION REQUIRES OS 8.0 OR
LATER. Maintenance Release We update this app regularly so we can improve it for you. Upgrade to the latest version for all available TipSee features, speed, reliability, and operating system compatibility improvements. Thanks for using TipSee. This app is amazing. Perfect for monitoring and recording suggestions as a server. Lots of charts and charts to
help you see your overall trends. You can also import your tip data $ee! How cool is that? No flaws, it runs smoothly, what more could you ask for? I usually keep a planner in my bag and write manually in my recommendations every day I work.. then calculate them when I want to remember why I put myself under this torture.. but I feel there has to be a way
to do it on my phone. I work in two different restaurants, so ideally I would like one that can track suggestions from both places separately.. but maybe tell me my total earnings too? Can't I totally insete everything? It's 2015!!! Which apps do you all use to track your hard-earned dollar bills? Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. ServerLife is the
best Tip Tracker app that lets you clearly see the money you earn.275,000 people as you've put in over 15 million tips! Are you tired of never knowing exactly how much money you make because it ends up like money in your pocket? ServerLife will resolve this issue. ServerLife is perfect for anyone with a variable income and fluctuates from week to week.
Hospitality industry (servers, bartenders, hosts)Uber &amp; Lyft DriversShoppers (Shipt, Instacart)Hair Stylist, Barbers, Makeup Artists Beauty and Yoga Instructors, Personal TrainersReal Estate AgentsFreelancers &amp; EntrepreneursSmall BusinessSelf Owners Employed IndividualsIndependent ContractorsEnter the earnings at the end of the shift and
easily see the totals. You will be able to clearly see which days pay best with our powerful filtering and comparison logic. You can easily track the following values for each item:- Tips- Hours- NotesHISTORYThe History page will show you the total suggestions and wages earned for any week, 2 weeks, half-yearly, month, and year. DAILY AVERAGESI want
to see the daily average for any month and year - go to the Averages page. This page breaks down daily averages for any month and for the entire year. REMINDERSYou can configure ServerLife to remind you to enter suggestions. Sometimes we all devastate ourselves and forget important things. Make sure that you remember to enter your suggestions at
the same time every day. START OF THE WEEK If the payment week starts on Tuesday? No problem can you change the start of the week so that the charts and totals align with the way they are paid. NEXT LEVELDo you know even more from the app? Take your monitoring to the next level with the purchase of advanced features in apps. With the
purchase in the app be able to see:- Work schedule- Pictures- Credit/Cash Tips - Expenses- Total Sales / Tip %- Hourly Salary- Covers- Tips/Sales for Coverage - Miles / Deliveries - Mile and Delivery Fee - Tip (tips for others)- Tip (tips for you)- Weekly and monthly average work scheduleTo always refer to the photo you took of the program? Quickly enter
your weekly schedule and add predefined reminders so you're never late again. EXPENSESAre you paying additional expenses to work, such as childcare, meals at work, transportation, or advice on multiple locations? Track them with the Expense categories. HOURLY WAGEDo you want to include your hourly wage with your advice? Keep track of your
hourly wages so your earnings are more accurate. GOALSStudies has shown that when setting a goal for yourself it is more likely to progress faster towards that goal. You can set daily, weekly, and monthly goals with one of the 17 fields your app calculates. TRACK MULTIPLE JOBSWork multiple different jobs or positions with a different hourly wage? You
can track the following with the purchase in the app:- Multiple jobs, positions (with different hourly pay), sections, and shifts (save the typical start and end time and it will be populated when you enter your suggestion)COMPARE all of these on the Compare page. Here you can compare your jobs, positions, sections or shifts to see which one you are making
the most money. FILTERPoince that you start tracking processes, locations, sections or shifts, you can filter any of the pages to see any combination of these. You can also filter to show Payroll or Tips.IMPORT YOUR DATAUpdate from the Just the Tips or TipSee app? Email us your latest backup file and we will import it for you. Step-by-step instructions
can be found in the Import button on the Settings page. SAFE Your data is always safe. All your data is saved in our private cloud securely every time you make a change. It is available on all your devices. Even if you lose and get a new phone, your data will always be safe. Terms and conditions: October 15, 2020 version 1.25.12 New date ranges have
been added to charts, including Week, Pay, Month, Year, and Custom. You can also compare time periods now. Watch the increase or decrease between times to see if you're doing better. Added a new Date chart that shows cumulative totals over a given period. If you love the app, leave a review, or if you have a suggestion or issue contact me from the
chat with support on the More tab from www.serverlifeapp.com use this app for over 2 years and I absolutely like it. I couldn't keep track better of my average hourly wage and what my paychecks add up to but for this very easy-to-use app. At my work he does not take home all the advice every day; we only take cash advice at home and then CC tips are
added up and paid to us by check and 2 weeks. Every single turn, religiously, when you die, I open this app, I put my in + enter my total tip amount and then in the notes section I put the total CC amount I made for the day. The app automatically tells me the average time I did for the day once I put the information. I manually keep track of my CC tips to know
what my paycheck will be. The app also has super useful features including charts and the like that will show you your hourly average in recent weeks, months, etc. I won't lie, there were times when I was ready to call it quit to my current job, but when I used this app to go further and look at my average hourly rate and so on, I realized That I was actually
doing pretty well, and decided to stay. So this app is really wonderful. I always suggest it to my colleagues, and I know it probably sounds so fake, but while I'm typing this review one of the new servers here just finished DLing after I showed it to her and advised her to use it. ☺ ️ Thank you for sharing your experiences with the app! I really appreciate such a
detailed review. A suggestion if you switch to premium features (payment once) you will be able to enter the totals in cash and credit card that will then be totaled for you on the history page. Jason @ServerLifeApp I don't trust the accountant where I work, a week I earn 4.15 an hour, the next 4.50, now it's 4.30!?  if the guy can't keep my hourly rate
straight, what are you doing to my advice, then? So I started keeping all my money attached to my timesheet, but if I'm honest about me, I'm horrible at keeping track of all that paper, not with 6 kids to care for. I was going to start keeping a spreadsheet away from all my information, but I couldn't even figure out what exactly I wanted to keep track of. So I did
some Googling, and found this app, and I'm so glad I did!!  It took me a second to figure out how to enter my information, but once I read the FAQ, it was a breeze. I didn't have too many problems, except that I didn't get any notification reminding me to enter my suggestions despite turning everything on. One feature I'd like to see added is the ability to put
credit card tips in, but not cash tips – as it is now, I *need to enter * both*, and at my work, cash tips aren't printed on my server reports, so if I want to go back and enter all my old tabs I saved, I can't because I can't remember what I did in cash those days. Otherwise, this is an amazing app and is an invaluable tool for any server, delivery driver, supplier, etc.
Thank you for the wonderful review and I'm glad you found the app! For cash and credit suggestions, they are both required but can be set to 0 (zero). The notification reminder, it should work, just make sure you allow notifications for the app. If you have any questions and want to chat, in the More tab select Chat with support and I will help you. Jason
@ServerLifeApp'm so glad I met this app. Before I started using this app about two years ago, I never tracked down the money I was One day I was just like, maybe I should? I thought there must be some sort of app that does, so I searched the app store, came across this and haven't been disappointed since. All I really do is keep track of my advice and the
hours I've worked. It does more, like keeping track of your hourly wages, but I don't do much every hour, so I don't care enough. I'm obsessed with how it tracks what you do every month and year. It's really nice to see. Since getting paid with tips is never a fixed amount and something that varies, it's really hard to know the money you're even making. This
helps a lot. I highly recommend it to anyone in the service industry. Before that I couldn't even say what I was doing every year. This makes it much easier. Also, I never had any problems with the app, as always. No problem with bugs or data loss and I have been using them for 2 years. Thank you! Thank you for the detailed review! I'm glad you can see
what you're doing now. If you ever need anything, do not hesitate to contact you via chat in the Other tab - Chat with SupportJason @ServerLifeApp The developer, MZBApps LLC, has indicated that the app's privacy practices may include data management as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data can
be used to track the user between apps and websites owned by other companies: the following data can be collected but is not linked to your identity: the privacy practices of contact information identifier usage data may vary, for example, depending on the features used or your age. Learn more about the developer website support privacy statement
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